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*JSDFE has changed its non-profit organizational status to be a “General Incorporated
Foundation” under Japanese non-profit organizational laws.

We aim to promote research and survey technology related to national security and
facility engineering to build a sustainable foundation which will advance professional
development and academia in the field.
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Research Symposium (Once a year), Presentation (Once a year), Exhibitions (Twice a
Programs

year), Field Research Programs (Periodically throughout the year), Technology
Application and Distribution Consultations (On demand), JSDFE Newsletter (1-2
publications a year)
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National Security and Facility Engineering is a comprehensive field which consists of technological applications not limited to construction, architecture, various engineering branches, natural sciences, and military engineering.
The Japan Society of the Defense Facility Engineers is the only non-profit association in Japan
who is dedicated to fields related to National Security and Facility Engineering Technology. Similarly in the United States of America, there is an association by the name of the Society of
American Military Engineers (SAME) (est. 1920),which shares a similar mission.
Our approach towards the research and surveying of National Security and Facility Engineering Technology is dynamic, avoids constituting a specific concept from a single field, and integrates Risk Management approaches. In recent years the changes in our global society and circumstances have raised the demand and expectations toward technology related to National Security and Facility Engineering. This change has made the field a vital part in the development
and advancement of technology for the future.
In 1962, under the name“National Security and Facility Engineering Technology Research
Group”, engineers and researchers from various government sections were assembled. They
gathered with hope of establishing a society which would advance technology related to National
Security and Facility Engineering. Since then, it has played an active role in disseminating the
mission by establishing 7 domestic district offices, assembling members totaling now over 700,
facilitating and providing research forums, symposiums, exhibitions, and publications for over 40
years.
In April 2004, to further extend the reach of it’s programs, the association re-established
itself as the“Japan Society of Defense Facility Engineers”.
Furthermore, in March 2016, the association’s non-profit organizational status was successfully changed to a“ General Incorporated Foundation ” , so those programs could be
strengthened.
The JSDFE aims to continuously work not only alongside stakeholders in the government and
public sectors, but with also those engineers and researchers in the private business sector in related fields, to widen the scope and increase the activeness of it’s programs.
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> Our Team and Organization

4,000
50,000
The JSDFE consists of Individual and Group (e.g. Company/Business Entity/Organization) Memberships.
Individual members range and are not limited to those in the fields of construction, architecture, and
various engineering branches, environmental and military technology, specialized academia or research
groups, and companies and organizations who develop technology related to these areas.
The organization’s programs are made possible through the dues and donations collected from members.
These include an annual due of ¥4,000 for Individual Members and of ¥50,000 for Group Members. We
continually strive to disseminate our mission to others and support programs by holding activities to recruit
new members as well

